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Teambuilder
The #1 Marketplace for Consultant Subcontracting
Teambuilder is the only Global Platform which helps Consulting Firms to find independent and vetted
consultants to join, as an independent contributor, an existing team for the duration of a project.

PRINCETON, NJ. Consulting Quest’s newest Platform, Teambuilder, is an online marketplace filled with
available, pre-qualified independent consultants ready to supplement medium to large consultancies to fill out
their teams on a global scale. Teambuilder provides firms the ability to maximize their winning chances on
proposed projects by aligning the makeup of their team with the client’s needs.
What’s missing in the marketplace now is the ability to effectively find the right consulting talent for your
projects in a time efficient manner who you can trust. Each team member entered in our marketplace goes
through the Consulting Quest Pre-Qualification Process powered by our ConPAS methodology based on voice
of the customer feedback from their past project performance ensuring each member is appropriately qualified
for their capability and skillset.
Teambuilder gives consulting firms the agility to qualify for more diverse assig nments without inflating their
long-term overhead costs. Our pool of pre-qualified team members provides a broad range of capabilities,
industry experience, and various geographies giving your firm the firepower it needs to win more projects.
“One of the most stressful situations is to start on a project with a subcontractor who you have just met on
short notice,” said Laurent Thomas, C0-Founder at Consulting Quest, "how will they perform? Could this
damage your reputation with the client? Is this risk necessary? With Teambuilder, consulting firms have access
to a global pool of highly skilled consultants they can trust when they need them.”
Have a project you need help with? Create your profile today at https://teambuilder.consultingquest.com/
and start your search for team members.
You can also e-mail us directly at Teambuilder@consultingquest.net.
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About Teambuilder
Teambuilder is the first global marketplace specialized in providing consultancies and independent consultants
alike a shared location to communicate their project team needs and pair it with the right skills and expertise. The
platform is designed to streamline the search process for bringing on consultants to strengthen your team and win
more projects.

About Consulting Quest
Consulting Quest is a global, performance-driven consulting platform founded in 2014 by former members of top
10 consulting firms with the objective of reinventing consultancy performance. With a worldwide presence and a
range of proprietary performance measurement tools, we help companies navigate the consulting maze. We work
with Consulting Clients to increase their performance through consulting and Consulting Providers to help them
acquire new clients and to improve their performance.
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